Red Hand Campaign Photo Session Toolkit Instructions

STEP 1 - Don an all solid black shirt/tshirt and hang your black
background…unless you have an all
black wall where you are, because
that’s trendy these days.

STEP 2 - Using your finger or a
makeup sponge, apply red
makeup to the RIGHT hand palm
and inside face of
fingers. Apply a thin
layer to the surface of
palm and fingers. Do
not apply too thick as
this will increase drying
time. We learned this
the hard way.
STEP 3 - Apply white makeup to
your index finger and then rub it
onto the surface of the barcode
rubber stamp. Make sure to
cover all the raised portions with
a layer of makeup. Do not over
apply as this will fill up the
grooves/channels in the stamp
with makeup and result in a less
crisp barcode. You have to strike
the exact right balance, but if
you get it right, you’re set up for
a new career applying make-up
for The Walking Dead, sooooooooo, you’re
welcome.

STEP 4 - Once red makeup is dry (about 5
minutes —> use a hairdryer to shorten
wait) stamp the makeup loaded barcode
stamp evenly across the red palm. A stiff
hand will result in less of the barcode
being printed so the hand will need to
“give” a little to allow the full surface of
the stamp to touch the palm. Think about
how you would hold a basketball, not how
you would hold a kitten.
STEP 5 - Stand in front of the
black background, in your black
shirt and strike your best antitrafficking pose and face. All we
ask is that we can see your full
hand. Try to hold it as vertical as
you can (yes it will be a little hard
to do, but it’s worth it).

STEP 6 - Snap the pic with whatever device you like. The
iPhone portrait mode works really well for this as it blurs the
background a little. Play with the light in the room to get
the best pic you can. Then run it through some beautify
filter apps of your choice. (I like BeautyPlus and I ran mine
through twice!)
STEP 7 - Upload as your profile pic on social media sites with the following
post:
I stand with Children’s Rescue Initiative against child trafficking.
#2Rescue #nochild4$ #childrensrescueinitiative #REDHANDCAMPAIGN
thechildrensrescue.org

